AMHP reference style is that of the National Library of Medicine:  
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html

EXAMPLES OF CORRECT FORMS FOR REFERENCES

Articles in Journals

(1) Standard journal article
One to six authors:

More than six authors:

If a journal does not carry continuous pagination throughout a volume, the month and issue number should be included:

(2) Organization as author

(3) No author given (title becomes first element of reference)

(4) Article in a foreign language
Massone L, Borghi S, Pestarino A, Piccini R, Gambini C. Localisations palmaires purpuriques de la dermatite

(5) Volume with supplement

(6) Issue with supplement

(7) Volume with part

(8) Issue with part

(9) Issue with no volume

(10) No issue or volume

(11) Pagination in Roman numerals

(12) Type of article indicated as needed
Furhman SA, Joiner KA. Binding of the third component of complement C3 by Toxoplasma gondii [abstract]. Clin Res. 1987; 35:475A.

(13) Article containing retraction

(14) Article retracted

(15) Article commented on

(16) Article with published erratum

Books and Other Monographs

(17) Personal author(s)

(18) Editor(s), compiler as author

(19) Organization as author and publisher

(20) **Chapters in a book**

(21) **Conference proceedings**

(22) **Conference paper**

(23) **Scientific and technical report**

(24) **Dissertation**

(25) **Patent**

**Other Published Material**

(26) **Newspaper article**

(27) Audiovisual
   AIDS epidemic: the physician's role [videorecording].
   Cleveland, OH: Academy of Medicine of Cleveland; 1987.

(28) Computer file
   Renal system [computer program]. MS-DOS version.

(29) Legal material
   Toxic Substances Control Act: Hearing on S. 776 Before the
   Subcomm. on the Environment of the Senate Comm. on

(30) Map
   Scotland [topographic map]. Washington (DC): National
   Geographic Society (US); 1981.

(31) Book of the Bible

(32) Dictionary and similar references

(33) Classical material
   The Winter's Tale: act 5, scene 1, lines 13–16. The complete

(34) In press (article accepted for publication, but not yet
published)
   Lillywhite HB, Donald JA. Pulmonary blood flow regulation in an
   aquatic snake. Science (Forthcoming).

(35) Letters, conversations, e-mails, and other unpublished
materials (including articles submitted, but not
accepted and papers presented at conferences without published abstracts or proceedings) must be included in text as Personal Communications with date. (Johnson LA. Personal communication; 1998.)

**Electronic Material**

(36) **Journal article in electronic format**

(37) **Website**
With author:

Without author (title becomes first element of reference):

Stand-alone document with no author identified and no date: